Head space (HS) solid phase microextraction (SPME) followed by gas chromatography with mass spectrometry detection (GC-MS) is the most widespread technique to study the volatile profile of honey samples. In this paper, the experimental SPME conditions were optimized by a multivariate strategy. Both sensitivity and repeatability were optimized by experimental design techniques considering three factors: extraction temperature (from 50 ∘ C to 70 ∘ C), time of exposition of the fiber (from 20 min to 60 min), and amount of salt added (from 0 to 27.50%). Each experiment was evaluated by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) that allows to take into consideration all the analytes at the same time, preserving the information about their different characteristics. Optimal extraction conditions were identified independently for signal intensity (extraction temperature: 70 ∘ C; extraction time: 60 min; salt percentage: 27.50% w/w) and repeatability (extraction temperature: 50 ∘ C; extraction time: 60 min; salt percentage: 27.50% w/w) and a final global compromise (extraction temperature: 70 ∘ C; extraction time: 60 min; salt percentage: 27.50% w/w) was also reached. Considerations about the choice of the best internal standards were also drawn. The whole optimized procedure was than applied to the analysis of a multiflower honey sample and more than 100 compounds were identified.
Introduction
Honey is gaining increasing commercial importance due to not only its nutritional properties but also its therapeutic and healing effects [1] [2] [3] . In the last years, increasing attention has been devoted to the characterization of the profile of volatile molecules in honey samples above all in authenticity and adulteration studies [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , since the commercial value of honey is usually strictly correlated to its botanical and/or geographical origin. Unifloral honeys are certainly more valuable than multifloral; products show a different commercial value based on their botanical origin, particularly when the origin is strictly defined, for example, for PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) products.
The volatile profile is usually determined by HeadSpace Solid Phase Micro-Extraction (HS-SPME), followed by a gas chromatographic (GC) determination with Mass Spectrometry (MS) detection [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . HS-SPME GC-MS is quite widespread both as a fingerprinting tool [23] [24] [25] [26] and for identification and quantification of specific classes of compounds or single analytes [27] : it is applied to honey samples in food safety and adulteration studies (for the determination of residues of chemicals used to combat honeybee diseases or parasite infestations, as fungicides, insecticides, acaricides, and pesticides [28] ) or in authenticity studies for the determination of botanical biomarkers [29] [30] [31] .
In HS-SPME particular attention has to be paid to the optimization of the extraction procedure that is subjected 2 Journal of Chemistry to the effect of several experimental parameters as conditioning time, extraction time and temperature, ionic strength, amount of sample, water/sample ratio, sample solution/ headspace volume ratio, and type of fiber used for SPME. The optimization step allows the selection of the best experimental conditions to be applied during the extraction to provide the best extraction yield avoiding in the meantime fiber saturation.
In SPME, optimization is usually accomplished by a monovariate approach in which one parameter is optimized at a time [32] . In this way, no evaluation of the interactions existing between the parameters can be accomplished. Experimental design techniques have also been applied [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] but few applications are present regarding honey [44] [45] [46] .
One of the drawbacks of SPME is its low repeatability, if compared to other extraction techniques: to improve repeatability, the achievement of the equilibrium during the adsorption of the analytes on the fiber is mandatory. Notwithstanding the use of experimental design to improve repeatability is reported in literature [47] for other applications, optimization in SPME is usually carried out to maximize signal intensity alone, that is, gas-chromatographic peak areas.
Moreover, most of applications of SPME to honey report optimized conditions identified using two main strategies:
(1) when the monovariate approach is adopted, optimization is usually accomplished on a set of selected analytes, representative of the analytes present [30, 33, [35] [36] [37] [38] ;
(2) both in monovariate optimization and when experimental design tools are exploited, global signal is defined for each experiment as the average or the sum of the areas of all the peaks identified in the chromatogram [34, 35, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . This approach takes into account the presence of several analytes but no information is retained about the different physicalchemical characteristics of each species.
A true multivariate target function could be defined by the use of desirability or utility functions [48, 49] or by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [49] [50] [51] . A multivariate procedure has been previously proposed by our research group for the optimization of the instrumental parameters in MS determinations and for the elemental profiling in Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) [51] . A similar procedure has been recently applied by Ribeiro et al. to the extraction of the volatiles from coffee and compared to desirability functions [49] .
To overcome the above mentioned limitations, optimization of both signal intensity (expressed as chromatographic peak areas) and repeatability (expressed as the coefficient of variation, CV%, of each peak area across replications of the same experiment) was carried out here by experimental design. Three main factors underwent optimization: temperature and time of extraction and the ionic strength, expressed as amount of salt added to the sample. PCA was used as a dimensionality reduction tool, to provide a multivariate target function for the optimization phase so that all the analytes are taken into account, each one described by its own area (for signal intensity optimization) or coefficient of variation (for repeatability optimization). Optimal extraction conditions were identified for both signal intensity and repeatability separately, and a final global optimal compromise was also reached. Some considerations on the choice of the most suitable internal standard were also drawn. The main novelty here proposed is coupling experimental design with the establishment of a multivariate target function for the optimization of both signal intensity and repeatability; to the authors' knowledge the optimization of both these parameters is reported here for the first time to the SPME procedure for honey samples.
Theory

Experimental Design.
Experimental design techniques allow the evaluation of the effect played by a set of experimental factors on a selected experimental response by the use of the most informative and most exiguous set of experiments [52] . Here, experimental design was exploited for the optimization of the SPME procedure [39] [40] [41] [42] according to both the maximum signal intensity and repeatability.
A two-level full factorial design was chosen for studying the effect played by three factors: extraction temperature ( , in ∘ C), extraction time ( , in min), and amount of salt (salt, expressed as % w/w). The experimental design requires a total of 2 ( = number of factors) experiments, that is, 2 3 = 8 experiments. The center of the experimental domain was added to evaluate the potential curvature of the system behavior. The experimental domain explored for each factor is defined in Table 1 , together with the experiments carried out. The adopted design allows the evaluation of the effect of all principal factors and their two-and three-order interactions, that is, of the general Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) model:
where the coefficients estimate the effect of the corresponding variable or interaction on the response . The complete experimental design, including the center of the domain, was replicated three times (a total of 27 experiments) to provide information about the experimental repeatability.
Here the experimental response was defined by a multivariate target function, based on PCA.
Each experiment was described by the chromatographic profile obtained, consisting of a total of 143 peak areas. The optimization of signal intensity (peak area) is usually accomplished in literature by submitting to optimization the average [44] or the sum [34, 35, 39, 45, 46] of the areas calculated for all the identified peaks. This choice does not take into account the correlation structure of the data. The analytes belong to different chemical classes characterized by different physical-chemical properties and, in particular, different volatility: so the average or the sum does not allow considering the existence of groups of analytes with similar or opposite behavior. The same considerations can be driven about repeatability that is usually described for each th experiment and each th peak as the coefficient of variation (CV) of the area of the th peak calculated across three or more replications of the same th experiment:
where , is the standard deviation of the th peak of the th experiment and , is the average area of the th peak of the th experiment. Again, the description of each experiment by the use of the average CV% or the sum of all CV% is not an effective choice.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
A true multivariate target function was defined here by means of PCA [53] . As commonly acknowledged, PCA represents the objects in a new reference system characterized by new variables called Principal Components (PCs), orthogonal one to each other and computed hierarchically, that is, in decreasing order of explained variance. The PCs therefore account for independent sources of information, relegating experimental noise and random variations in the last PCs. PCA can be exploited to provide a multivariate target function for signal intensity and repeatability optimization.
(i) Signal Intensity. PCA was carried out on the dataset consisting of all the experiments performed (9 × 3 = 27 experiments), each described by the areas of the 143 peaks. In this case, a target function can be identified if a meaningful direction of optimization can be defined in the space given by the relevant PCs. For this purpose two simulated experiments were defined, representing the "best" and the "worst" experiments for what regards signal intensity. They were calculated from the results of the experimental design as follows:
where identifies the th peak; the minimum and maximum values are calculated over the areas of the th peak among all the experiments of the design. In this way, the best experiment is defined as the one characterized by the largest areas recorded along the design experiments plus 20% (best signal intensity) and the worst is defined as the one characterized by the smallest areas minus 20% (worst signal intensity). These two experiments can be reprojected in the space given by the relevant PCs to identify the direction of optimization as the direction connecting them. All experiments can be therefore projected onto the optimization direction and described in terms of their distance from the best experiment along this direction; the distance thus defined can be used as a multivariate target function: the smallest the distance from the best experiment, the largest the signal intensity.
(ii) Repeatability. PCA was carried out on the dataset consisting of the 9 experiments of the design, each described by the CV% of each peak area. In this case, the CV% was calculated for each peak and each experiment from the three replications of the design. Also in this case a target function can be identified if a direction of optimization can be defined in the space of the relevant PCs. Again, the "best" and the "worst" experiments for what regards repeatability can be calculated and reprojected in the space of the relevant PCs:
where indicates the th peak; the minimum and maximum values are calculated over the CV% of the th peak calculated for all the experiments of the design. The best experiment is therefore defined as the one characterized by the smallest CV% recorded over the design experiments minus 20% (best repeatability) and the worst as the one characterized by the largest CV% plus 20% (worst repeatability). Again, the distance of each experiment from the best along the optimization direction thus defined can be used as a multivariate target function: the smallest this distance, the best the repeatability.
Calculation of Regression Models.
Regression models were then built relating the distance of each experiment from "best" along the optimization functions established for signal intensity and repeatability, to the investigated factors and their interactions. Only statistically relevant ( -level < 0.05) coefficients of experimental factors and/or factors interactions were included in the final models and were identified by ANOVA (ANalysis Of VAriance) [52] . Thanks to the availability of replicated experiments, the model for signal intensity could be tested for curvature effects by ANOVA [52] .
Materials and Methods
3.
1. SPME Conditions. SPME was carried out in 20 mL Glass Headspace Vials (22.5 × 75 mm; Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, USA) with aluminum seals equipped with PTFE/silicone septa (Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, USA). SPME was carried out with a 50/30 m DVB/CAR/PDMS fiber (Stableflex, Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, USA). Extraction was carried out on 4 g of honey, added with 5.5 mL milliQ water and internal standards ( The volume ratio honey/water adopted was chosen to avoid saturation effects on the fiber and achieve a ratio solution : headspace of about 1 : 1, to guarantee the establishment of the equilibrium [54] . When prescribed by the experimental design, salt was added to the samples as aqueous solution at 100 g/L and 200 g/L. The addition to the sample of 5.5 mL of the first or second solution provides a final concentration of salt of 13.75 or 27.50% expressed as weight of salt over weight of honey (Table 1) . Saturated salt solutions were avoided to improve repeatability: the use of saturated solutions causes in general a low repeatability probably due to adsorption effects at the surface of crystals that can be present in the solution.
All experiments were performed on the same commercial organic multiflower honey and preliminary results demonstrated that no degradation took place at the extraction temperature adopted in the study: comparing the experiments carried out while increasing the extraction temperature, all peaks areas increased and no new peak appeared at high temperature.
GC-MS Analyses.
GC-MS analyses were performed by a GC system Saturn CP-3800 (Varian, Walnut Creek, CA, USA) equipped with an ion trap mass analyzer Saturn 2200 (Varian, Walnut Creek, CA, USA); ionization was accomplished by EI at 70 eV and MS acquisition was carried out in full scan mode in the range 35-400 / . GC separations were performed on a capillary column VF-5MS (30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 m, Varian, Walnut Creek, CA, USA) and helium was used as carrier gas with a constant flow rate of 1.00 mL/min. The GC temperature program was as follows: from 35 to 70 ∘ C at 5 ∘ C/min, 70 ∘ C for 15 min, from 70 to 100 ∘ C at 5 ∘ C/min, 100 ∘ C for 15 min, from 100 to 250 ∘ C at 7 ∘ C/min, 250 ∘ C for 2 min. The injector temperature was set at 230 ∘ C in splitless mode for the first 5 min and then with a split ratio 1 : 100. Three internal standards (IS) were used: o-tolualdehyde, 2,4,6-trimethylphenol, and benzophenone (Sigma Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI, USA). 
Results and Discussion
Evaluation of the Amount of Sample.
As commonly acknowledged, in SPME, the amount of sample used during extraction is a key point to provide the highest signal intensity while avoiding saturation effects occurring on the fiber. Starting from the most of applications present in literature, reporting amounts of sample ranging from about 2 to over 16 g of honey, we decided to investigate different amounts by keeping the sample solution : headspace volume ratio almost constant at about 1 [54] . Three experiments were therefore carried out in the same experimental conditions for what concerns both SPME and GC-MS, using 2.00, 4.00, and 8.00 g honey added with 7.0, 5.5, and 3.0 mL water, respectively. Each experiment was therefore described by the area of the 143 peaks recorded in the chromatogram. Figure 1 reports the results obtained: the peaks are reported on -axis in order of elution, while the corresponding areas are reported on theaxis (the darker the marker, the highest the sample amount). For most of the peaks the areas increase in the order 2-4-8 g of honey, showing that for these peaks no saturation effect is present. For other peaks two different behaviors occur: (1) an increase between 2 and 4 g but not between 4 and 8 g (saturation effects are present with 8 g); (2) an increase between 4 and 8 g but not between 2 and 4 g (low signal intensity in the range 2-4 g). From these considerations we decided to use 4 g of honey in the successive experiments.
The experiments of the replicated experimental design were performed in a randomized order.
Optimization of Signal
Intensity. PCA was carried out on the (27 × 143) data matrix, 27 being the number of replicated experiments of the experimental design and 143 being the areas of the identified peaks. The data matrix was autoscaled before PCA. The first 2 PCs were considered significant (accounting for about 66% of the overall variance: PC 1 = 46.99%, PC 2 = 18.93%).
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) report the loading plots of the first two PCs: loadings are reported separately for each PC; theaxis reports the peaks in order of elution from left to right while the -axis reports the corresponding loadings. As it can be observed from the figures, the first PC is mainly related to the behavior of the peaks eluting in the second part of the chromatogram (long retention times), almost all characterized by large positive loadings; an opposite behavior is observed for PC 2 , which shows large negative loadings of the peaks belonging to the first part of the chromatogram (short retention times). The first two PCs are therefore able to sum up the information about peak areas depending on retention time, that is, about signal intensity: experiments with large signal intensity (large peak areas) are characterized by large positive scores on PC 1 and large negative ones on PC 2 . The information about signal intensity is therefore separated in the first two components, each one related to different retention times of the analytes. Figure 2 (c) reports the corresponding score plot but labels the scores according to temperature. The score plot reports also the two simulated experiments described in the theory section, labeled, respectively, "best" and "worst," indicating Figure 1 : Evaluation of the optimal amount of sample in SPME GC-MS analysis: areas ( -axis) of each peak identified by its elution time ( -axis) using the experimental conditions reported in Section 4.1. Circles are represented on a color scale: the darker the circle, the larger the amount of honey. An enlargement is provided for the region of elution time between 15 and 40 minutes due to scale effects. Table 1 ; Exp 9 represents the center of the experimental domain. The last letter in the labels refers to the replication of the experimental design: "a," "b," or "c." : increasing temperature and time mainly plays a role on the peaks eluting in the second part of the chromatogram, as expected, since these compounds have higher boiling temperature and lower volatility. The second PC is instead mainly related to the effect played by salt (experiments with salt were at negative scores): salt plays a relevant effect mainly on the peaks eluting in the first half of the chromatogram. The direction identified in the score plot between the "worst" and "best" experiments (dotted arrow in Figure 2(c) ) represented the direction of the target function: the distance between each experiment and the "best" along the target function was used as a multivariate index of signal intensity and exploited to build a regression model relating signal intensity to the effect played by the examined factors. Table 2 (a) reports the ANOVA results obtained: only relevant effects are reported ( -level < 0.05). The final model contains only the principal effects: no second or third order interaction is significant and the model does not show a relevant curvature ( -level = 0.1379). Table 3 (Figure 3(a) ) confirms the good fitting ability, while the residuals (Figure 3(b) ) show no significant trend. Figure 3 (c) reports the response surface plot of signal intensity ( -axis) as a function of temperature and time ( -and -axes, resp.) when salt is at the highest level. The best overall conditions are obtained with all three factors at the highest level ( = 70 ∘ C, = 60 min, and salt = 27.50%); either with or without the use of salt, a significant improvement in signal intensity can be reached when temperature and time are set at the highest level. The second best experiment within the experimental design is Exp 7 (temperature at low level, time at high level, and salt at high level). Figure 4 reports the chromatograms obtained for Exp 8 and Exp 1, representing, respectively, the optimal and the worst experimental settings found in the experimental design: comparing the areas of the 143 identified peaks, more than 80% of the peaks show an increase in Exp 8 towards Exp 1; for about 54% the increase is two-fold and for 23%, threefold, and the average value is about three-fold (with a maximum of 19 fold); Exp 1 shows a slight increase of some very early eluting peaks. Considering the signal intensity, the best conditions are those of Exp 8 (extraction temperature: 70 ∘ C; extraction time: 60 min; and salt percentage: 27.50% w/w).
Optimization of Repeatability.
The three replications of each experiment of the design were used to estimate the experimental error (repeatability) in each condition of the experimental design. PCA was carried out on the (9 × 143) data matrix, 9 being the experiments of the experimental design and 143 the number of different CV%s calculated, one for each chromatographic peak. The data were autoscaled before PCA. The loading and score plot of the first two PCs (explaining, resp., 32.87 and 21.06% of the overall variance) are reported in Figures 5(a) -5(c). As already described for signal intensity, the score plot reports also the "best" and the "worst" simulated experiments.
From the score plot it is possible to observe that the optimization direction, consisting, as before, in the direction connecting the worst and best experiments, is represented by the first PC. The loading plot of the first PC shows most of the peaks with a large negative loading: experiments are therefore aligned along PC 1 from negative to positive scores according to a decreasing CV% value (i.e., increasing repeatability) for most of the peaks. The second PC accounts for the different behavior of the early eluting peaks (large positive loadings) and the last eluting ones (large negative loadings). Exp 7 and Exp 1 are therefore the best ones for what regards repeatability, showing the lowest overall CV% value (large positive scores on PC 1 ), while Exp 5 is the worst (largest negative scores on PC 1 ). Exp 2 and 5 are the most different according to PC 2 : Exp 2 shows a repeatability in general above the average but its experimental conditions are particularly effective in improving repeatability of the last eluting peaks; Exp 5 is the overall worst experiment of the design but, according to PC 2 , shows a behavior opposite to Exp 2. According to the second PC, among the experiments with an overall repeatability above the average, Exp 1, Exp 7, and Exp 8 improve in particular the repeatability of the early eluting peaks, while Exp 2 and Exp 6 show an opposite behavior. Anyway, the first PC is sufficient as the target function, PC 2 showing a negligible effect: the distance of the experiments from the best along PC 1 was therefore used for building a model for repeatability. coefficients of the relevant effects together with their -level and their standard deviation. The final model shows an acceptable fitting ability ( 2 = 0.7687) allowing a discussion of the effects played by the factors on repeatability, devoted to the identification of the best operative conditions. The final model contains the interaction between time and salt and the three-way interaction: this last one was retained as significant since it shows a -level quite close to 0.05. The coefficient of the interaction between time and salt shows a negative coefficient, while the three-way interaction shows a positive coefficient. Figure 5(d) represents the threeway interaction: the experimental results obtained in terms of distance of each experiment from the best along the optimization direction are reported on a cube representing the experimental domain where each dimension corresponds to one of the investigated factors. When salt is not added, the best repeatability is obtained with a short extraction time, regardless of the level of temperature adopted. When salt is added instead and when temperature is low, increasing the extraction time strongly increases repeatability, which is slightly reduced with time at high temperature. On the other hand, with a short extraction time an increase in temperature strongly improves repeatability, while an opposite effect is recorded with a long extraction time. The overall best conditions correspond to Exp 7 ( = 50 ∘ C, = 60 min, and salt = 27.5%). Table 4 resumes the repeatability results obtained for each experiment: each column reports the % of peaks in Table 4 : Results obtained for repeatability for the experiments of the experimental design: % of peaks in the chromatogram with CV% smaller than 5%, 10%, 20%, and 30%. Results in bold represent the maxima recorded for each threshold level. % CV < 5% % CV < 10% % CV < 20% % CV < 30% the chromatogram of the corresponding experiment showing a CV% smaller than four selected thresholds. As expected, Exp 7 (extraction temperature: 50 ∘ C; extraction time: 60 min; salt percentage: 27.50% w/w) provides the best results for the optimization of repeatability, showing more than 40% of peaks with a CV% smaller than 5%.
Best Compromise.
It is useful to identify the experimental conditions allowing achievement of the best compromise between high signal intensity and high repeatability. To this purpose, the experiments of the experimental design can be plotted as a function of their signal intensity and repeatability ( Figure 6(a) ). The scatter plot reports the repeatability of each experiment of the experimental design on the -axis, expressed as distance from "best" along the first PC. Signal intensity is instead reported as the average distance from "best" in the space given by the first two PCs calculated over the three replications of the same experimental conditions. The plot shows also the best and the worst simulated experiments. Both repeatability and signal intensity are reported as range-scaled values computed with respect to "worst" and "best," respectively. The experimental conditions corresponding to the best compromise between optimization of signal intensity and of repeatability correspond to the experiment closest to "best."
Exp 8 and 7 appear as the best results: Exp 8 is the closest to "best" (distance = 0.96), while the extraction conditions adopted in Exp 7 provide a larger improvement of repeatability rather than of signal intensity (distance from the best = 1.23). The final global best compromise is therefore reached with the experimental settings of Exp 8 (extraction temperature: 70 ∘ C; extraction time: 60 min; salt percentage: 27.50% w/w).
Exploration of the Experimental Domain around the Optimal Conditions.
Since the optimal experimental conditions identified, corresponding to Exp 8, are located at an extreme of the experimental domain, it is necessary to explore the experimental domain close to Exp 8 to check the model stability even outside the domain initially investigated. Therefore, three experiments were carried out: Exp 8, Exp 8−, and Exp 8+ (each experiment was replicated three times). Exp 8− ( = 65 ∘ C, = 55 min, and salt = 24%) is located within the initial experimental domain, while Exp 8+ ( = 75 ∘ C, = 65 min, and salt = 31%) is located outside the experimental domain; both experiments lay along the direction of optimization identified by the model. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) report the results obtained for signal intensity (b) and repeatability (c): the experiments are reported on the -axis, while their distance from "best" is on the -axis. As for signal intensity, the results show an improvement passing from Exp 8− to Exp 8 and Exp 8+, while there is no statistically significant difference between the three experiments regarding repeatability. Exp 8 does not represent a global optimum for signal intensity but its experimental conditions can be effectively applied since they represent a reasonable compromise with time of analysis; moreover, repeatability is stable in the neighborhoods of Exp 8 and the linear model built for signal intensity is still valid in the region explored outside the initial experimental domain.
Choice of the Suitable Internal
Standard. Some considerations can also be drawn about the choice of the suitable internal standard (IS). Here, three compounds were tested: o-tolualdehyde ( ∼ 15 min), 2,4,6-trimethylphenol ( ∼ 27 min), and benzophenone ( ∼ 54 min). The effectiveness of the three IS selected was tested by calculating the CV% of each peak from the peak areas normalized in turn for each of the available IS. The results are reported in Figure 7 for Exp 7 and Exp 8, considering three different time ranges in the chromatogram. Figure 7 reports for each case the % of peaks with CV% smaller than selected threshold values, namely, 2, 5, 10, and 20%. that the identification of Exp 8 conditions as the global optimal ones is a good choice.
GC-MS Analysis.
The optimized conditions of SPME and GC-MS were applied to the analysis of an organic commercial multiflower honey sample. From the results, a total of 143 peaks corresponding to 143 molecules were identified and reported in Table S1 in Supplementary Material available online at https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/6437857. Each species was identified by the comparison of its experimental mass spectrum with those present in the NIST 2.0 library and compared by the use of standards, if present. The identified molecules belonged to different classes as carboxylic acids (that give a "buttery" flavor), alcohols, aldehydes (associated to a "caramel" flavor), ketones, terpenes, esters, norisoprenoid, and furan derivatives. The presence of branched aldehydes as 2-methyl-butanal and 2-methyl-propanal can derive from the metabolism of aminoacids and from the fermentation by the action of yeasts, generally accepted in honey. The presence of short chain and branched alcohols (as 1-butanol and 3-buten-1-ol-3-methyl) can derive from the Maillard's reaction that takes place during honey storage and processing, while furfural and 2(3H)-furanone-5-ethenyldihydro-5-methyl derived from nonenzymatic browning reactions. The identification of terpenes asterpinene and -terpinene is associated to the floral nectar of honeydew gathered by honeybees [55, 56] .
Conclusions
Optimization of SPME of honey samples was carried out here considering both signal intensity (expressed as chromatographic peak areas) and repeatability (expressed as the variation of each peak area across replications of the same experiment) by means of experimental design, studying the effect of three factors: temperature of extraction, time of extraction, and the amount of salt added to the sample. Each experiment was evaluated by a multivariate target function based on PCA, taking into account all the analytes at the same time. For both signal intensity and repeatability, a multivariate target function was defined in the space given by the significant PCs. The position of each experiment along the target function was therefore used as response to build regression models relating signal intensity and repeatability to the effects played by the relevant factors and/or their interactions. A model with good fitting ability was achieved for signal intensity, while the model for repeatability proved to be suitable for a general discussion of the effects played by the relevant factors. Optimal experimental conditions were finally identified as the best compromise between repeatability and signal intensity optimization: temperature of extraction at 70 ∘ C, time of extraction at 60 min, and 27.50% w/w of salt. It was also possible to identify the most suitable internal standards, namely, 2,4,6-trimethylphenol, which proved to be the best choice for peaks eluting before 40 min and benzophenone, that was optimal for the last eluting ones.
The optimized method was used for the SPME GC-MS analysis of a multiflower honey sample and more than a hundred compounds were identified.
The proposed multivariate approach represents an effective approach that can be adopted to accomplish multivariate optimization when solid phase microextraction has to be applied. The main advantage of this procedure is the achievement of global optimal experimental conditions providing the optimization of both signal intensity and repeatability; this is particularly important since low repeatability is one of the most serious drawbacks in SPME. The results obtained for what regards the experimental conditions identified as the best ones are in agreement with similar procedures reported in literature. Here we also provide indication about the best internal standard to be adopted, while in literature one single I.S. or no I.S. at all is used for volatiles extraction from honey samples by SPME.
